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Functional Lung Imaging Using Hyperpolarized
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The noninvasive assessment of lung function using imag-
ing is increasingly of interest for the study of lung diseases,
including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
and asthma. Hyperpolarized gas MRI (HP MRI) has demon-
strated the ability to detect changes in ventilation, perfu-
sion, and lung microstructure that appear to be associated
with both normal lung development and disease progres-
sion. The physical characteristics of HP gases and their
application to MRI are presented with an emphasis on
current applications. Clinical investigations using HP MRI
to study asthma, COPD, cystic fibrosis, pediatric chronic
lung disease, and lung transplant are reviewed. Recent
advances in polarization, pulse sequence development for
imaging with Xe-129, and prototype low magnetic field sys-
tems dedicated to lung imaging are highlighted as areas of
future development for this rapidly evolving technology.
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INTRODUCTION

Obstructive lung diseases such as chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma affect millions
of people world-wide and trends indicate both show
increasing incidence (1,2). The development of thera-
pies for COPD such as lung volume reduction surgery
(3) and antiinflammatory drugs for asthma (2) highlight
the continued need for regional assessment of the ex-

tent and severity of disease. Evaluation of measures of
lung function, including ventilation, perfusion, gas ex-
change, and air trapping have been largely confined to
whole lung measurements or to low-resolution imaging
methods. The variable sensitivity of individual patients
to lung diseases (4) and the further development of
regional measures of lung function may reveal the un-
derlying mechanisms leading to the development of
these diseases. In addition, congenital diseases such as
cystic fibrosis (CF) remain difficult to treat and require
safe and reliable longitudinal measures of lung function
and response to therapy (5). Moreover, all of these lung
diseases are regionally heterogeneous and may not be
easily detected at their early stages by global measures
of lung function. Similarly, global measures are likely to
be less sensitive to changes in function after therapeu-
tic intervention.

Imaging of lung function has been largely restricted
to nuclear scintigraphy (6) and single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) (5,7,8) for diagnosis of
pulmonary embolism (PE) and restrictive lung disease.
More recently, functional lung imaging has been per-
formed using positron emission tomography (PET) (7,9–
11), and hyperpolarized gas MRI (HP MRI) (12–15);
techniques capable of providing three dimensional (3D)
regional information and quantitative or semiquantita-
tive measures of ventilation and perfusion. These new
techniques are rapidly expanding the field of functional
lung imaging for improved diagnosis and noninvasive
monitoring of disease progression—in some cases with
the necessary sensitivity to track an individual patient’s
response to therapy. HP MRI has potential advantages
over competing modalities with respect to spatial reso-
lution, the range and specificity of functional measures
available, and the lack of repeated exposure to ionizing
radiation during longitudinal studies.

Measures of Lung Function

Presently, measures of global lung function using spi-
rometry remain the main tool for pulmonary disease
screening. Restrictive lung diseases are defined by a
reduction in total lung capacity (TLC) generally due to
the destruction of airway tissue caused by scarring and
fibrous tissue formation. Obstructive lung diseases in-
cluding COPD and asthma are characterized by a re-
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duction in forced expiratory volume at 1 second (FEV1)
and forced vital capacity (FVC). However, spirometry is
relatively nonspecific for classification of COPD and
asthma and substantial overlap is common. COPD gen-
erally refers to a spectrum of diseases including chronic
bronchitis, emphysema, and asthmatic bronchitis (16).
From a therapy point of view, airway obstruction in
asthma is largely reversible although airway remodel-
ing is thought to be a component of this disease (17).
Conversely, emphysema refers to a nonreversible loss of
airway wall integrity and elastic recoil. In emphysema,
the FEV1/FVC ratio can be an earlier indicator of dis-
ease because TLC and FVC tend to increase before
corresponding decreases in FEV1 are observed (16). The
reduction in FEV1 and increase in FVC stems from the
aforementioned microstructural changes that degrade
airway wall integrity and alveolar elastic recoil that are
often accompanied by gas trapping and hyperinflation
(18). Another important pulmonary function test, car-
bon monoxide diffusing capacity (DLCO), is used to as-
sess gas exchange and is clinically useful for distin-
guishing emphysema from airway narrowing and
inflammation more commonly observed in asthma (19).
However, this measure is nonspecific because it can
also be affected by regional perfusion changes and
changes in blood carbon monoxide levels due to smok-
ing (20).

A more specific but difficult measure, particularly for
image-based methods, is the alveolar ventilation (VA) to
perfusion (Q) ratio (VA/Q). The VA/Q is the standard for
measuring anomalies in lung function stemming from
hypoxemia including PE. Hypoxemic vasoconstriction
reduces blood flow to areas with low ventilation in order
to better match ventilation to perfusion. Even in normal
lung, VA/Q is regional by nature due to gravity-depen-
dent variations in alveolar volume and ventilation that
lead to a concomitant variation in perfusion. The mul-
tiple inert gas elimination technique (MIGET), based on
whole-lung gas exchange data using measures of inert
gas concentration in expired air and in blood samples,
is the gold standard for whole lung VA/Q quantification
(21).

Lung Imaging Techniques

Because many lung diseases, such as CF and chronic
rejection in lung transplant, have features of both re-
strictive and obstructive disease, imaging techniques
are better suited than spirometry to detect and measure
the regional variations in severity expected in these
diseases. For example, scintigraphy and SPECT are es-
tablished methods for acquiring images of lung ventila-
tion using Xe-133 or Technegas (6–8). When combined
with subsequent monitoring of the contrast kinetics of
Tc-99m-macroaggregated albumin after intravenous
injection, the two measures provide a 2D means to map
regional VA/Q, which is especially useful for diagnosis
of PE (6). PET methods for evaluating 3D VA/Q using
[N-13]N2 have been used in animal models of PE,
asthma, and acute lung injury (9–11). However, these
techniques suffer from poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and spatial resolution and have significantly increased
exposure to ionizing radiation for longitudinal studies

involving intervention or therapy. While SPECT and
PET provide 3D coverage, voxel sizes are typically
greater than 1 cm3 due to scatter and poor quantum
statistics within the necessarily limited breath-hold
time. Quantitative measures of airway anatomy and
lung parenchymal electron density derived from high
resolution (HR) computed tomography (CT) images can
be used to detect microstructural changes associated
with emphysema in COPD (22,23), including gas trap-
ping and lung hyperinflation. Similar measures, com-
bined with quantitative measures of airway lumen size
and wall thickness, may also allow measurement of gas
trapping and airway narrowing associated with other
obstructive lung diseases such as asthma (24). Al-
though HR CT can provide quantitative assessment and
diagnosis of the anatomical features of lung diseases,
HP MRI has the means to perform a range of functional
measures including regional ventilation (25–27), and
VA/Q mapping (28,29), while also providing images of
regional microstructure—in some applications at
length scales similar to or smaller than those depicted
on CT (30,31)—and all of these measures are performed
without ionizing radiation.

BACKGROUND

HP MRI has shown rapid development from the first
images acquired in the early 1990s (12) to the present
range of functional imaging techniques that exploit fast
acquisition methods and unique contrast mechanisms.
Specifically, the HP gases act as contrast agents that
diffuse rapidly to fill the airspaces of the lungs and
allow visualization and measurement of the ventilated
airways and alveolar spaces. The HP gases provide large
MR signal created outside of the principal magnetic
field of the MR scanner with the use of optical polariza-
tion methods. These polarization methods are capable
of generating polarization levels �105 times greater
than thermal equilibrium for these nuclei. Although the
signal is nonrecoverable, the T1 decay for HP gas in the
lungs is on the order of 30 seconds, which is sufficiently
long to use several novel T1-based contrast mecha-
nisms. These mechanisms include signal depolariza-
tion rate due to the proximity and concentration of
paramagnetic agents such as gadolinium (Gd)-chelates
and molecular oxygen. For Xe-129, signal polarization
and precessional frequency is also affected by chemical
diffusion into the tissues and blood. Non-T1-based con-
trast mechanisms include diffusion-weighting, which is
particularly useful due to the large diffusion coefficients
of the gases (Table 1). The measured apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) is highly dependent on the different
length scales within the restricted airspaces of the al-
veoli and other lung structures. These methods will be
discussed in more detail below.

Hyperpolarized Gas Agents

Physical characteristics of He-3 and Xe-129, the two HP
gas nuclei currently used in MRI applications, are sum-
marized in Table 1. Inert noble gas isotopes He-3 and
Xe-129 have nuclear magnetic moments that can be
polarized using circularly polarized laser light tuned to
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the excitation frequency of the valence electron of a
transition metal vapor, most commonly rubidium (ex-
citation wavelength � 795 nm). The valence electron
subsequently exchanges polarization with the gas nu-
cleus. This process is known as spin-exchange optical
pumping (32–34), and typically takes 14–20 hours to
provide �1.3 liter of 40% polarized He-3 at atmospheric
pressure. Another polarization process for He-3 nuclei
is known as metastability exchange (35). This direct
process excites the He nucleus with circularly polarized
laser light at a wavelength of 1083 nm and allows more
rapid production of polarized gas, 0.4 liter/hour of up
to 60% polarized He-3 at atmospheric pressure (36,37).
Production capacity with either technique is sufficient
to provide He-3 by either local or central production
(36,38) with transport in specialized containers (39)
and is comparable in preparation time to clinical radio-
chemistry processes.

Purified He-3 (99.99%) is more expensive than natu-
ral abundance Xe-129 (�26.4%) due to its limited sup-
ply (�$150/liter vs. �$30/liter). Enriched Xe-129
(�80%), often used in HP MRI experiments, costs sub-
stantially more, but given the unlimited supply, costs
are expected to decrease with increasing scale of pro-
duction. However, the tendency of xenon to form spin-
rotation interactions with other Xe atoms and its solu-
bility in cell surface coatings increases the efficiency of
spin-lattice relaxation and makes the polarization and
transport processes more challenging (40). The state of
the art Xe-129 polarization method uses continuous
flow spin-exchange polarization systems in combina-
tion with high powered (40–200 W) lasers (41,42). In
this method, depolarization is reduced by freezing the
polarized nuclei in the solid state using a liquid N2 cold
finger (43,44). Recent breakthroughs using enriched
Xe-129 have made polarization levels delivered to the
subject comparable to those achieved with He-3 (45).

The principal tradeoff for Xe-129 as an imaging con-
trast agent is its reduced magnetic moment compared
to He-3 (Table 1), which results in degraded spatial
resolution and SNR for HP Xe-129 compared to HP He-3
imaging applications at equivalent acquisition time.
However, there are possible advantages to using Xe,
including its higher density and solubility (Table 1),
which allow measurement of chemical diffusion from
the lung airspaces into the tissues and blood. Differ-
ences in the dissolved fractions of Xe in tissue and
blood (Table 1) and the different chemical environments
in these two media lead to a chemical shift of approxi-
mately 200 ppm that facilitates identification of gas and
dissolved phase nuclei using spectroscopy (46). Se-
quences with longer readout times, likely to find appli-

cation in lower field scanners (47), will benefit from the
lower diffusion coefficient of Xe-129 compared to He-3.
Also, the lower diffusion coefficient of Xe can be ex-
ploited for diffusion-weighted (DW) imaging applica-
tions designed to more readily measure alveolar and
small airway dimensions (50–300 �m) (30).

Dose Preparation

HP gases are considered investigational new drugs
(IND) and have not been approved for general clinical
use by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
Polarized He-3 or Xe-129 is mixed with N2 to yield 3 to
4.5 mM activity of polarized gas nuclei in a Tedlar gas
holding bag (Jensen Inert Inc., Coral Springs, FL, USA).
Accurate measurement of dose is performed via a small
radiofrequency (RF) coil placed adjacent to the gas
holding bag in a small (10–20 Gauss) magnetic field. Air
is purged from the measurement syringe and holding
bag using several N2 rinses and vacuum purges. In
most imaging applications, the oxygen-free HP gas dose
is delivered to the subject, who inhales the gas through
a small diameter Tygon tube. Blood O2 saturation is
carefully monitored in all patients and research sub-
jects (see Safety Monitoring below) to avoid extended
periods of hypoxia. For applications that measure re-
gional oxygen partial pressure (PO2), the dose is mixed
with pure O2 immediately prior to inhalation to approx-
imate normoxic concentrations (20% O2).

Once inhaled, the gas acts as a contrast agent for
visualizing the airways, overcoming the traditionally
low SNR in the lungs provided by conventional proton
(H-1) MRI. The low signal in the lungs obtained using
conventional MRI stems from the low proton density
and the high magnetic susceptibility within the lung
parenchyma (Fig. 1a). Although the gas itself is less
dense than tissue water, the much higher nuclear po-
larization compared to water protons (Table 1) over-
comes these factors for HP MRI. The net magnetic mo-
ment per unit volume for 40% polarized He-3 is still a
factor of 100 greater than that for water protons in the
tissues (Fig. 1b).

Safety Monitoring

Because HP gases are regulated by the FDA, IND pro-
tocols must be submitted for approval to apply these
contrast agents in human studies. Vital signs are mon-
itored throughout the scan procedure, including oxy-
gen blood saturation, blood pressure, and heart rate. Of
primary concern are blood oxygen levels, which can
temporarily dip below 90% hemoglobin saturation for

Table 1
Physical Properties of Polarized Gas Agents Compared to Water Protons

Polarized agent
Gyromagnetic

ratio (�) [MHz/T]
Free diffusion coefficient

(Do) [cm2/second]
Blood solubility

(%)
Typical polarization
levels in imaging

He-3 gas 32.4 1.8 (118); 0.86 in air (29) 1 (119) 35-60% (26,104)
Xe-129 gas 11.8 0.06 (120) 17 (119) �8-20% (46,121)a

Water hydrogen (H-1) 42.6 2.4 � 10–5 (122) 100 5 � 10–6

aValues are approximate and are reported for natural abundance Xe-129 (26%) at time of imaging. Recent advances have made 60%
polarization levels using enriched Xe-129 (�80%) achievable (45).
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several seconds due to the sustained breathhold of the
anoxic gas. Although clinical experience with Xe-129 is
more limited compared to HP He-3, there is extensive
experience with the safe use of Xe-133 for lung scintig-
raphy (48). It is not presently known whether the typical
concentration range of �3–5 mM Xe-129 delivered in a
breathhold is sufficient to cause anesthetic effects. To
reduce the chances of significantly reducing blood ox-
ygen levels, effort is made by investigators to minimize
the duration of the breathhold to �20 seconds in sub-
jects with mild disease and below 10 seconds in sub-
jects with more severe disease. Recent assessment at
one site with three years of experience, including 343
subjects and 1404 inhaled doses, identified only mild
adverse events and in less than 10% of subjects (49).
Similar assessment was performed at our site using
data from more than 60 MRI scans in healthy volun-
teers who, cumulatively, inhaled more than 153 doses
of He-3. These studies included 50 volunteers with lung
diseases ranging from mild to severe asthma, COPD,
and sarcoidosis. All adverse events were mild with an
incidence of less than 10% and were all nonrespiratory,
including electrocardiograph ST wave depression (N �
1), urinary tract infection (N � 1), and elevated creatine
phosphokinase (CPK) (N � 1)—all resolved within 24
hours. Moreover, several patients with asthma exacer-
bation and sarcoidosis were imaged without complica-
tion using breathholds ranging from 16 to 20 seconds.

Signal Formation and Decay

The T1 decay of He-3 and Xe-129 in normoxic mixtures
(20% O2) is on the order of 30 seconds or greater for field
strengths from 1.5–3 T (Table 2). Because there is ef-
fectively no signal recovery in typical image applica-

tions, the T1 signal decay for HP is dominated by RF
saturation and the paramagnetic effects of residual ox-
ygen in the lung (28). The longitudinal signal decreases
as a function of cos(�), the number of RF pulses, and
the local PO2,

Mz	n,�
 � Mocosn	�
exp� � 1
ε �

0

nTR

�P02	t
dt��, (1)

where n is the number of RF pulses applied with flip
angle �, TR is the repetition time, ε is 260 KPa � sec body
temperature, and �P02 is the relaxation rate due to local
PO2 (28). Here Mo depends linearly on � but not on Bo.
Therefore, the longitudinal magnetization determining
signal strength is independent of the principal magnetic
field strength, Bo. The � of He-3 is a factor of 3 larger
than the � of Xe-129 (Table 1), which generally leads to
higher signal. However, noise characteristics and spa-
tial resolution depend on resonant frequency and
therefore field strength does influence SNR differently
for the two gases (50).

At a field strength of 2 T, T2 values of 2 to 3 seconds
and T2* values of 20 msec (Table 2) have been mea-
sured for HP He-3 in the lung parenchyma of rats (51),
while T2* for HP He-3 was measured at �10 msec in
human lung parenchyma at 1.5 T (52). At 4.7 T, mea-
sured T2 and T2* values for HP Xe-129 in lung paren-
chyma of Guinea pigs was 310 msec and 18.5 msec,
respectively. Similar values of T2*, ranging from 4 to 17
msec, were observed for HP He-3 at 4.7 T (52). The short
nonrecoverable T2 and T2* favor small flip angle fast-

Figure 1. A coronal image through the trachea
and lung parenchyma from a 2D multislice
acquisition obtained in a 14-second breath-
hold after inhalation of 1 liter of 4.5 mM polar-
ized He-3 (a), compared to a conventional pro-
ton MRI of the lung parenchyma (b). The image
in (a) was acquired using a GRE sequence with
TR/TE/flip angle � 7 msec/2.1 msec/10° and
10-mm slice thickness. The image in (b) was
acquired using a single-shot FSE sequence
with TR/TE � /33 msec, echo train length
(ETL) � 64.

Table 2
Measured T1 and T2 Recovery Rates in the Lungs

Nucleus
Field

strength [T]
T1 [seconds]

T2
[seconds]

T2*
[msec]

He-3a 1.5–2 32 (123) 2–3 (51)b 20 (53)
0.1 44 (54) 8–10 (54) �40 (54)

Xe-129b 2–4.7 �30 (12) (�5 in blood) 0.31 (124)c 18.5 (52)
H-1a 1.5 1.2–1.3 (125) 0.079 (126) 1–5 (127)

aValues reported for human lungs unless otherwise noted.
bValues reported for mouse, rat, and Guinea pig lungs.
cValue measured at 4.7 T.
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low-angle shot (FLASH) and spoiled gradient-recalled-
echo (SPGR) sequences at higher field strengths, al-
though the choice of sequence may depend on the
desired spatial resolution. At a field strength of 0.1 T, T2
and T2*-weighted imaging has been shown to be feasi-
ble (47). Several T2 and T2*-weighted sequences for HP
gas imaging using echo-planar imaging (EPI) (53), fast
spin echo (FSE), and rapid acquisition with relaxation
enhancement (RARE) sequences (54), and more re-
cently true fast imaging with steady precession (True-
FISP) and steady-state free precession (SSFP) (55) have
been shown to be feasible and should have application,
particularly at lower field strengths. Development of
lower cost, low-field research scanners (56) and special-
ized T2 and T2*-weighted sequences are likely to be an
area of future research using HP contrast agents.

RF EXCITATION AND SIGNAL CALIBRATION

The T1 signal decay described by Eq. 1 raises chal-
lenges for calibration of center frequency and flip angle.
Because there is limited time and signal during a
breathhold in patient studies, the center frequency is
usually determined using a small (�100 mL) test dose
of inhaled gas and a large volume acquisition using a
signal ratio method (57) or using curve fitting to Eq. [1].
More rapid methods have been recently proposed that
are capable of measuring center frequency and flip an-
gle without the need for a separate test-dose scan (58).
Interesting approaches to maximizing SNR also have
been proposed using a variable flip angle technique in
which the flip angle is increased with each TR so as to
consume all the available longitudinal magnetization
during the acquisition (59,60).

Because an unbiased depiction of ventilation is de-
sired, accurate flip angle calibration and RF coil designs
that optimize B1 homogeneity during transmission and
reception (57) are of greater importance. Early in the
development of HP gas imaging, birdcage coils with
good B1 homogeneity were tuned for reception at both
proton and He-3 resonance frequencies (61,62) to facil-
itate registration of MRI anatomy to ventilation. How-
ever, similar coils for human studies have lagged be-
hind, in part due to the difficulty of covering the entire
chest anatomy with birdcage designs. Most sites use a
twin-saddle quadrature transmit/receive design to bal-
ance the need for B1 homogeneity with patient comfort
and anatomical coverage. Parallel imaging applications
have lagged behind due to the limited availability of
multichannel/multinuclear hardware for clinical sys-
tems. However, improved designs providing greater cov-
erage and homogeneity with parallel imaging capability
will be an area of rapid development as multichannel/
multinuclear hardware becomes more widely available,
and there is increasing interest from vendors in this
technology. Moreover, for HP agents the usual SNR
tradeoffs imposed by reduced sampling in parallel MRI
can be mitigated using the variable flip angle technique.
The idea is to adjust the rate of signal consumption
determined by the flip angle term in Eq. [1] so as to
match the acquisition time determined by the parallel
imaging speed-up factor (60).

IMAGING TECHNIQUES AND PARAMETERS

The principal applications that have been applied to
human subject studies include ventilation or “spin den-
sity” imaging, dynamic imaging of inhalation and/or
exhalation, and DW imaging. Each of these methods is
described below.

Ventilation Imaging (Spin Density)

Recently, 3D acquisitions have been developed for ven-
tilation imaging (63), but for most imaging applications,
a 2D multislice, SPGR sequence (TR/TE � 5 msec/1.2
msec) is used to acquire images in the coronal or axial
plane. Low flip angle RF pulses (7–10°) are used with RF
spoiling to minimize signal saturation and steady-state
artifacts (64). Short echo times are typically used to
minimize blurring due to diffusion and T2* signal loss.
For imaging of static ventilation, an �14-second
breathhold is typical. For coronally-oriented slices ac-
quired with the subject in the supine position, images
are typically acquired from anterior to posterior to com-
pensate for preferred ventilation of the more gravity-
dependent posterior regions of the lungs.

Recent studies have shown that, using HP MRI, it is
possible to detect ventilation changes in the lung with
much greater sensitivity than either spirometry or scin-
tigraphy (65–67). In particular, ventilation imaging us-
ing HP MRI in the study of asthma has shown the ability
to detect regional patterns of airway closure in moder-
ate to severe disease (Fig. 2) (26) before and after inha-
lation of albuterol (67) and in mild asthma after inhaled
corticosteroid withdrawal (68). Similar studies directly
comparing quantitative CT measures to HP He-3 MRI
ventilation in COPD and smokers (69), and bronchioli-
tis obliterans (BO) in lung transplant (70,71) suggest
similar sensitivity and regional specificity for detection
of obstructive lung disease using the two imaging tech-
niques.

However, more work is needed to quantify He-3 MRI
measures of ventilation. Various studies have used dif-
ferent subjective ventilation defect scores (68) and
semiquantitative measures using mean defect counts
per slice (72), heterogeneity (73), and defect volume
(74,75). Although in obstructive lung diseases, ventila-
tion measures correlate well with FEV1 (68,73), and
correlate spatially with regions of decreased parenchy-
mal density on CT for patients and smokers with COPD
and BO syndrome in lung transplant (71,76), little
progress has been made toward quantifying the grada-
tions of signal density to true quantitative ventilation.
Quantitation has been achieved in respiratory-gated
images in small animals (77), but it remains a challenge
for the gas volumes and limited scan times in human
disease.

Dynamic Ventilation Imaging (Respiratory
Dynamics)

Fast MRI acquisitions for dynamic imaging typically
employ non-Cartesian k-space trajectories including
spiral and radial acquisition with SPGR sequences
(27,78). These dynamic studies use a single, thicker
slice from 2 to 3 cm to improve temporal resolution, and
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a lower flip angle of 2 to 7° to preserve signal over the
duration of the scan. Temporal resolutions of 100–300
msec have been demonstrated. Conventional Cartesian
trajectories with balanced SSFP or True FISP sequences
have recently been explored for HP applications includ-
ing HP C-13 angiography (79) and HP He-3 in lung (55).
In particular, True FISP and SSFP may have applica-
tions in the future for low magnetic field scanners in
which improved field homogeneity (lower susceptibility)
can be achieved. As parallel imaging techniques be-
come increasingly applied to HP MRI, the potential ex-
ists to greatly accelerate acquisition speed for dynamic
imaging applications.

Studies of dynamic inhalation and forced exhalation
in human subjects have demonstrated qualitative gas
trapping in asthma (Fig. 3) (68) and CF (80). Semiquan-

titative approaches using the regional slope of gas up-
take normalized to the uptake in the trachea have also
been applied to CF (81). At present, dynamic techniques
are 2D and are performed with a second inhalation of
HP gas in which the first inhalation is used for static
ventilation imaging as described above. Efforts to com-
bine dynamic and static ventilation imaging in a single
scan and to extend these dynamic techniques to 3D are
areas of future development (63).

Regional Ventilation to Perfusion Ratio

Several approaches using HP He-3 have been employed
to measure VA/Q. While ventilation alone is of interest,
changes in ventilation are often associated with com-
pensatory matching of regional perfusion (82). One ap-

Figure 2. Coronal images from a subject with
mild asthma (FEV1 � 94% predicted) (a) and a
23-year-old subject with CF (b), both acquired
during an �14-second breathhold of 1 liter of
4.5 mM hyperpolarized He-3 inhaled from
functional residual capacity (FRC). Dark re-
gions correspond to sites of ventilation defect
as compared to the “normal” ventilation scan
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 3. Dynamic time frames repre-
senting 250-msec intervals from a 30-
mm-thick central slice showing forced
exhalation of inhaled polarized He-3.
Baseline scan acquired during inhaled
corticosteroid (ICS) treatment for subject
with mild asthma participating in a
blinded corticosteroid withdrawal study
(upper row), andthe same subject after
gradual ICS withdrawal and replace-
ment with placebo inhaler over four
weeks (lower row). Gas trapping is visi-
ble in the middle left lung (arrow).
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proach for determining VA/Q that has been applied in
animal models (83,84) and in human subjects with
asthma (68,85) conducts a separate perfusion MRI
scan during intravenous injection of a Gd-chelate con-
trast agent and compares the resulting regional perfu-
sion map to the ventilation image obtained with HP
He-3. However, this technique is vulnerable to spatial
misregistration between the perfusion and ventilation
images and is not quantitative. One approach that ad-
dresses the spatial misregistration problem exploits the
T1-shortening due to the paramagnetic effects of Gd
contrast agent as it flows through the lung vasculature.
The Gd contrast causes depolarization of the HP He-3
and thus can indirectly measure perfusion (61,86).

More recently, the paramagnetic effects of O2 itself
have been exploited to provide a quantitative estimate
of the PO2 (28,87,88) that can then be used to calculate
VA/Q (29). In this method, the paramagnetic effect of
alveolar oxygen causes loss of HP gas polarization over
time that is proportional to the concentration of alveolar
PO2 (Eq. [1]). The same slice is imaged at multiple
phases and at two different delay times to separate RF
saturation of signal from signal loss due to PO2 concen-
tration (29). This has typically required two matched
breathholds, but recent work has indicated that the RF
saturation can be estimated using a two-point method,
allowing measurement within a single breathhold (88).
The regional PO2 can then be used to infer VA/Q using
mass-balance relationships for alveolar CO2 and O2 gas
exchange. The ability to perform regional VA/Q map-
ping (Fig. 4) provides valuable information that can be
used to assess ventilation and perfusion response in
asthma as well as the mismatch in VA/Q observed in PE
(89) and in BO of lung transplant. Although PE is in-
creasingly well characterized by contrast-enhanced MR
or CT angiography, it should be emphasized that the

ability to perform multiple consecutive scans using HP
MRI is an advantage over other contrast-enhanced and
nuclear imaging techniques. For example, HP MRI
methods might allow detection of VA/Q mismatch in
cases involving stress-induced or exercise-induced re-
duction in regional lung function. In these circum-
stances, pre- and postexercise image quality would be
limited by prior injections of contrast agent or radionu-
clides.

DW Imaging of Lung Micro-Structure

DW MRI also typically uses an SPGR sequence with the
same bandwidth and matrix used for static ventilation
imaging, but the TR/TE are increased to accommodate
bipolar DW gradients. For axial acquisitions, the slice
thickness is typically increased to 1.5 cm to provide
adequate superior/inferior coverage of the lungs within
a short breathhold. Phase encoded views are acquired
alternately with and without diffusion weighting in an
interleaved order.

DW MRI can be used to measure the physical diffu-
sion coefficient of the HP gas within the lung airspaces.
In regions such as the trachea, the gas is largely unre-
stricted, but in the lung parenchyma, the gas is highly
restricted by the walls of the alveoli and terminal bron-
chioles. As alveolar tissue degenerates in emphysema,
for example, the gas is less restricted and can diffuse
over greater lengths resulting in greater signal loss. A
regional ADC that increases with the increasing size of
the alveolar airspaces can be calculated from images
acquired at more than one diffusion weighting or b-
value (Fig. 5). Currently, a monoexponential model for
signal decay is used for most patient studies:

S1 � S0e
�bADC, (2)

Figure 4. Regional ventilation-perfusion (VA/Q) calculated from regional PO2 measured using hyperpolarized He-3 MRI in a
rabbit model. Anterior to posterior variations in VA/Q due to gravity dependence are demonstrated. Coronal images showing
normal ventilation (images show anterior lungs on left to posterior lungs on right) (top row); the same images with regional VA/Q
maps overlaid (middle row); and histograms of VA/Q showing increasing ratios from anterior to posterior (bottom row) (Courtesy
of Dr. Rahim Rizi and Dr. KiaRash Emami, University of Pennsylvania.)
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where b is determined by the amplitude, duration, and
delay between the bipolar pulses mentioned above. The
b-value is typically 1–1.6 second/cm2 with pulse de-
lays, � � � � 1–2 msec for most application in human
subjects. Knowing the time constants, �, and �, (90)
and the free diffusion coefficient of the HP gas in air, Do

(Table 1), the effective length scale probed, lo, can be
calculated as:

lo � �2Do� (3)

For example, assuming the diffusion coefficient of He-3
mixed with air in the lungs is taken to be Do � 0.86
cm2/second (30), it is possible to probe different length
scales using the DW sequence by changing �. Values
for lo in the literature range from �0.5 mm (31,91,92) to
several centimeters (37,93).

Although the monoexponential decay model (Eq. [2]),
is straightforward and provides regional information, it
is now widely recognized that the signal decay due to
diffusion in the lungs is multiexponential (51,94), most
likely due to multiple scales of restricted diffusion
within the lungs (92). Consequently, new directions in
this very promising area incorporate multiple b-value
measurements using Carr Purcell Meiboom Gill (CPMG)
pulse sequences (95) and diffusion tensor imaging com-
bined with modeling (92). In the future, these tech-
niques may be capable of estimating airway bore size in
obstructive lung diseases such as asthma (92). Also,
the lower diffusion constant of Xe-129 provides promise
for probing smaller scale structures and thus may be
more sensitive to disease than DW imaging using HP
He-3.

HP Xe-129 Spectroscopy

The relatively high solubility of Xe-129 into the tissues
and bloodstream (Table 1) and large chemical shift be-
tween the gas and dissolved phases make it possible to
measure the rate of chemical gas diffusion from the
lung airspaces into the tissue and blood compartments.
This measure of chemical diffusion is distinct from the
physical gas diffusion described above. Measures of
chemical gas diffusion were performed early on (46,96),
but this technique has not been widely exploited, in
part due to the long scan times necessary to perform
spectroscopic imaging and in part due to the technical
challenges of polarizing Xe-129. However, recent ad-
vances in parallel MRI and improvements in Xe-129
polarization (45) have encouraged studies using re-
gional imaging techniques (Fig. 6) and whole lung spec-
troscopy in animal models of disease (46,97,98).

APPLICATIONS

Asthma

Asthma affects between 7 and 14% of children depend-
ing on geographic location and socioeconomic level (2).
Early diagnosis and therapy may be critical to help
mitigate the severity of the disease in adulthood (4).
Several important studies looking at the pattern of ven-
tilation anomalies in asthma have been presented and
show strong correlations between FEV1 and number of
ventilation defects (26,99). In one study of 40 subjects,
including 20 subjects with moderate to severe asthma,
the mean number of ventilation defects per slice was
shown to correlate well with FEV1 (r � –0.735; P �

Figure 5. Regional ADC map (a) and
histogram of ADC values derived from
DW He-3 MRI (b) in a 20-year-old never-
smoker with mild asthma. Regional ADC
map in a 62-year-old smoker with 44
pack years of smoking history showing
apical regions of elevated ADC (c) and
corresponding histogram of ADC values
showing elevated mean (0.45 cm2/sec-
ond vs. 0.20 cm2/second) and SD (0.22
cm2/second vs. 0.18 cm2/second) com-
pared to the never-smoker (d). Color bar
units � mm2/second.
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0.0001). This same study showed statistically signifi-
cant changes in defect score pre- and postalbuterol
inhalation for moderate to severe asthmatics relative to
normal subjects (99). Similar work has shown increase
in severity and extent of defects after methacholine
challenge and after exercise in subjects with exercise-
induced asthma (67).

Also of interest is the regional pattern of airway clo-
sure in asthma, which thus far has been shown to be
dynamic and principally associated with the peripheral
airways. In addition, the extent and severity of defects
may change for repeated studies over several days, al-
though up to 50% of the defects have been shown to
persist in the same or nearly the same loci (100). These
observations are consistent with proposed mechanisms
of airway hyperresponsiveness as well as airway remod-
eling, known to be characteristics of the disease. The
ability to detect these regional changes sets the stage
for further studies of structure and function not possi-

ble with whole lung spirometry, including relating air-
way dynamics using HP MRI to structural changes in
airway anatomy as detected by quantitative CT (22) and
inflammation using [F-18]fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
PET (9).

Longitudinal studies of response to asthma therapies
have been performed in a study with gradual with-
drawal of inhaled corticosteroid (ICS) therapy (68). The
study design had a placebo and a treatment arm for
which HP He-3 MRI was performed in seven subjects
with mild asthma once at baseline and once after four
weeks of gradual ICS withdrawal. Six of the seven sub-
jects underwent no apparent decrease in their pulmo-
nary function after ICS withdrawal and no substantial
change in defect extent and size. The one subject who
developed mild exacerbation had a decrease in FEV1 of
10% and a 30% increase in sputum inflammatory cells.
HP He-3 MRI showed a corresponding three-fold in-
crease in the number and size of ventilation defects and
visible gas trapping during forced exhalation on dy-
namic imaging (Fig. 3). The complex nature of asthma
and the relatively poor understanding of its causes and
different phenotypes make imaging a central tool for
further study of this disease. Regional relationships of
structure and function have been studied in animal
models using [N-13]N2 PET (101) combined with quan-
titative CT. HP MRI ventilation can provide similar re-
gional relationships with greater coverage and spatial
resolution than PET, making it more practical for
studying asthma in human subjects.

COPD

Recent estimates place the number of people with
COPD in the United States alone at 30 million (1). It has
been demonstrated that defect regions on HP He-3 ven-
tilation MR images correspond to sites of disease on
conventional proton single-shot FSE MRI (70) and on
CT (69) in COPD patients. However, DW HP He-3 imag-
ing is the most extensively developed HP gas method for
studying COPD. Regional and global quantitative ADC
measures (mean whole lung ADC and standard devia-
tion [SD]) have been compared in patients and normal
subjects (31) in several DW HP MRI studies. These

Figure 6. Xe-129 polarization transfer contrast (XTC) images showing regional depolarization after tagging the dissolved phase
polarized Xe-129 nuclei with a set of 20 inversion pulses and allowing a time delay of 40 msec between consecutive pulses to permit
exchange with the gas phase. The XTC images shown demonstrate an increase in depolarization due to gravity-dependent effects in
a dog lying on its side after five minutes (a) and after 60 minutes (b) (From Ruppert K, Mata JF, Brookeman JR, Hagspiel KD, Mugler
JP. Exploring lung function with hyperpolarized Xe-129 nuclear magnetic resonance. Magn Reson Med 2004;51:676–687, with
permission.)

Figure 7. Prototype low-field (20–70 Gauss) MRI scanner ded-
icated to functional lung imaging and allowing imaging in both
the supine and upright posture (From Mair RW, Hrovat MI,
Patz S et al. 3He lung imaging in an open acess, very-low-field
human magnetic resonance imaging system. Magn Reson Med
2005;53:745–749, with permission.)
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studies showed uniformly low mean and SD of the ADC
in normal subjects compared to elevated mean and SD
of the ADC in patients. Moreover, regional ADC maps in
COPD patients demonstrated increased severity of em-
physema in the apical vs. the basal lung regions com-
pared to a more diffuse increase in regional ADC in
1-�4-antitrypsin–deficient patients (91). Quantitative
ADC measures were also strongly correlated with spi-
rometry, including FEV1 and FEV1/FVC, in these stud-
ies. Specifically, the sensitivity of the mean ADC for
detecting microstructural changes in the lungs of pa-
tients with emphysema (31,91), asymptomatic smokers
(69,102), and aging never-smokers (95) has been shown
in various studies. The ADC measures have been
shown to be highly reproducible (103,104) and to be
potentially more sensitive than HR CT using the RA950
index (relative area of lung voxels below –950
Hounsfield units (Hu) (105)) for early detection of em-
physematous changes in asymptomatic smokers (69,
102). Several groups have shown that ADC measures
are reproducible within better than 5% on consecutive
scans and for studies on consecutive days (91,103).
Moreover, in subjects lying in the supine position, ADC
values have been shown to increase from the anterior to
posterior regions of the lungs due to expected gravity-
dependent changes in alveolar volume (103,104). This
sensitivity of regional ADC maps to processes known to
affect alveolar volume makes DW He-3 MRI a potential
tool for planning surgical therapies for lung volume
reduction (106), and for monitoring individual regional
disease progression in response to drug therapies.

Childhood Chronic Lung Disease

Although childhood lung diseases are a relatively new
application for HP MRI, there are a number of pediatric
chronic lung diseases that result in anomalous alveolar
structure during lung development (107). The mean
ADC derived from DW HP MRI has also been used to
measure changes in alveolar structure during early
lung development (108) in normal children as young as
four years of age. This study showed a strong age de-
pendence of the mean ADC, possibly associated with
increases in alveolar size between ages four and 30
years (109). Also in this study, a more complex multiex-
ponential relationship between signal attenuation and
b-value suggested that other structures, including the
alveoli and the small airways, are influencing the mea-
surement. Therefore, another area of potential develop-
ment includes application of DW HP gas techniques to
help safely differentiate structural lung disease from
neurological disorders in pediatric patients.

CF

Treatments for CF patients have improved and include
the use of antiinflammatory drugs, mucus clearing reg-
imens, and lung transplant so that the median survival
age has increased from 18 years in 1976 to 35 years in
1995 (110). Since the onset of pulmonary disease oc-
curs early in CF, early detection and therapeutic inter-
vention in children improves survival significantly
(111). Therefore, HP MRI is well suited to detection and

longitudinal follow-up to assess the efficacy of therapy
in this patient population without the risks associated
with repeated exposure to ionizing radiation.

Both ventilation imaging and dynamic imaging of re-
spiratory dynamics have been applied to evaluating dis-
ease progression and response to therapy in CF pa-
tients. In an ongoing study, eight subjects with stable
CF underwent prospective HP MRI using He-3, HR CT,
and spirometry (80). The Spearman rank correlation of
ventilation defect score correlated well with FEV1 per-
cent predicted (r � 0.92, P � 0.05) and HR CT using a
modified Bhalla score (r � –0.89, P � 0.05). In another
study, the mean number of ventilation defects were
significantly elevated in adult CF patients relative to
normal subjects (mean of 8.2 defects compared to 1.6;
P � 0.05) (73). In the same study the change in defect
number was also evaluated before and after albuterol
inhalation and DNase enzyme therapy in a subset of the
CF patients. Dynamic imaging has also been applied to
regional assessment of flow in pediatric patients with
CF. These preliminary studies showed regional pat-
terns of obstruction that correlated with FEV1. The goal
of this regional approach is early detection and evalu-
ation of small airway disease for more sensitive and
specific detection of disease progression and response
to therapy (81).

Lung Transplant (Bronchiolitis Obliterans
Syndrome)

The development of chronic rejection in the trans-
planted lung is not well understood (112), and the onset
of disease characterized by fibrosis leading to obstruc-
tion of the small airways (i.e., BO) is usually not de-
tected until the disease has progressed to the point of
significantly impaired function. In addition, immuno-
suppressive therapies make these patients particularly
vulnerable to infection. Noninvasive imaging is an at-
tractive means of detecting onset and progression of
disease. HR CT is routinely used to evaluate the loca-
tion and extent of bronchiectasis and fibrosis associ-
ated with BO, but anatomical changes are not readily
detected until the disease is significantly progressed
(113,114). Functional measures, such as volume of air
trapping on expiratory HR CT posttransplant, appear to
be more sensitive and specific for BO detection (115).

Early work recognized the promise of HP He-3 MRI for
distinguishing native vs. transplant lung ventilation
changes due to small airway obstruction in BO and
showed good correspondence with CT (116). Moreover,
ventilation imaging of lung allografts has shown that
defects are more extensive on HP He-3 MR images than
on HR CT images, particularly in those patients diag-
nosed with chronic rejection (71,76). More recently,
strong correlations have been established between ven-
tilated volume on HP He-3 MRI and FVC measured with
spirometry and between ventilated volume on HP He-3
MRI and nondiseased regions on HR CT in transplant
lungs (72). Careful studies, including follow-up with CT
and biopsy when possible, are needed to establish the
sensitivity and specificity of ventilation images for de-
tecting BO in chronic rejection. Nonetheless, HP MRI is
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a promising approach for safe monitoring of allograft
without exposure to ionizing radiation.

SUMMARY

The clinical role for HP MR imaging of the lung is bright
given the important strengths of the technique. These
include the use of nonionizing radiation, capacity to
deliver multiple doses (e.g., baseline and challenge
states), and the ability of the technique to measure
functional variables regionally and noninvasively that
are related to ventilation, VA/Q, and changes in lung
microstructure—particularly in the pediatric and lung
transplant patient populations. The principal limita-
tions include the difficulty of MRI to provide HR lung/
airway anatomy for correlation of functional measures
to anatomy, such as is available with quantitative HR
CT. In addition, there have been logistical concerns,
such as cost and availability of the He-3 gas and the
need for new RF hardware for multinuclear imaging,
that may have contributed to delays in the widespread
acceptance of the technique.

However, recent advances in the design of optical
pumping devices for efficient polarization of Xe-129 (45)
and the wider availability and reduced cost of this gas
make it a likely solution to the cost concerns. Moreover,
Xe-129 has advantages for measuring both chemical
and physical diffusion using MRI, as well as for T2-
weighted acquisitions at lower field strengths. Several
research sites are developing low field scanners dedi-
cated to lung imaging (56,117). Low-field systems (Fig.
7) have potential for both reducing cost and optimizing
SNR and spatial resolution for HP gas and HP contrast
agents in general because the signal strength will de-
pend only on the gyromagnetic ratio and the polariza-
tion level of the gas (50). Fast gradient systems will
likely still be required for these systems to take full
advantage of data acquisition within a single breath-
hold, but parallel imaging techniques combined with
variable flip angle (60) or balanced SSFP (55) will likely
provide the SNR and time-efficiency necessary for clin-
ical applications. A promising vision of a future clinical
role for HP MRI incorporates dedicated low-field, low-
cost MR scanners that are capable of fast imaging in
both erect and supine posture (56) for rapid measure-
ment of regional pulmonary function as part of a stan-
dard pulmonary exam.
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